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When I agreed to take on the review of Robert Croskey’s book, The Legacy of 

Tolstoy, I had no idea that it would link to my own past. In the early days of my 

Soviet studies career as an undergraduate, I participated in an internship at the 

Tolstoy Foundation office in San Francisco. In the early 1980s, few Soviet citi-

zens were being served by that office. Instead, it was mainly Poles, Cambodians, 

and Cubans whom we assisted with resettlement, medical appointments, estab-

lishing children in schools, and job searches. Yet the spirit of assisting those in 

need in a strange land was the core value of the place. Aleksandra L’vovna 

Tolstaia, the “heroine” of Croskey’s book, had founded this organization as a part 

of cherishing and carrying out her father’s legacy.  Therefore, I, through this 

book, take great pleasure in understanding the roots of her legacy which in some 

small way touched my own life.   

Robert Croskey’s short but thorough account tells a complicated story of the 

events surrounding Tolstoy’s legacy, in physical and ideological form, from the 

time of his death until the departure of his daughter Aleksandra L’vovna Tolstaia 

from the Soviet Union in October 1929. Aleksandra is the focal point of the story, 

so this work can be read as a partial biography. Nevertheless, the book also teases 

out many other themes. The author generally takes a chronological approach to 

the material, which makes good sense as the historical eras lend themselves to 

such divisions. However, sometimes this leads to confusion as a theme is not 

completely concluded in one section or as people enter and leave the story, as is 

the nature of life, without always corresponding to the relevant time frame. Se-

lecting the organizational framework is always a dilemma in writing history. De-

spite the limits of chronology, Croskey admirably weaves a tremendous number 

of personages, themes, issues, and historical questions into his narrative. 

The early part of the book is the most biographical. We learn of Aleksandra’s 

difficulties in childhood, her imbalanced relations with her parents (siding pre-

dominantly with her father), her position as heir to his literary rights, and the 

complications in her relationship with Tolstoy’s designated editor, Vladimir 

Chertkov. Croskey includes some brief detail on Tolstaia’s personal life – that 

she enjoyed nightlife with a female companion and served in the Great War as a 

nurse. Unfortunately there are only snippets throughout the book about her per-

sonal relationships, interests, religious views, and preferences unless they are re-

lated to the great project of her life – protecting her father’s legacy. The one ex-

ception is a reference to Igor’ Il’inskii, who was a friend and possibly a suitor for 

Aleksandra L’vovna’s hand in the early twentieth century. He in the end married 

someone else, but became Tolstaia’s right-hand man at Iasnaia Poliana in 1928 to 
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plan the jubilee celebration of Tolstoy’s birth.  Essentially, her personal life, as 

recounted by Croskey, appears to blend with the effort to maintain the legacy.      

Tolstaia’s views on politics come through less clearly. In 1905 and afterwards, 

she apparently had some sympathy for the Socialist Revolutionary Party because 

of its focus on peasant issues. At times she identified herself as a liberal who be-

lieved that the monarchy must be ended. She was also arrested for her participa-

tion in an “anti-soviet” group, the Tactical Center, during the civil war. Her claim 

that she simply provided a meeting place in her spacious Moscow apartment and 

just poured the tea (p. 14) may hold merit, but she must have been somewhat 

sympathetic to take that risk in such turbulent times. She generally claimed to be 

uninterested in politics, although if not by desire or design, then by necessity, she 

had to play politics throughout the 1920s to accomplish her goals concerning her 

father’s legacy and to obtain funds, permits, and supplies. For whatever reason, 

and despite her six brief periods of incarceration in the civil war era, she does 

seem to have had good working relations with several prominent Bolsheviks, 

among them Anatolii Lunacharskii, Mikhail Kalinin, Vladimir Bonch-Bruevich, 

and Aleksandra Kollontai.    

Other themes in the book which include Tolstaia, but also give great detail in 

their own right, involve the publication history of Tolstoy’s works. Details are 

presented on several topics: the Society for the Study and Dissemination of the 

Works of L. N. Tolstoy, state involvement with the nationalization of literary 

works and publishing, the formation of Zadruga Press, a publishing cooperative, 

and later, Vataga Press in Berlin, and the various rival projects and arguments 

concerning them for the publishing of the works. An entire chapter is dedicated to 

the jubilee edition and attempts at foreign publications.   

The book also details the history of Iasnaia Poliana throughout the period cov-

ered. Details on the management of the estate, the personalities involved, the 

problems encountered due to war, famine, and politics, and the enterprises estab-

lished there are woven throughout the book, but are the focus of two chapters in 

particular. Iasnaia Poliana was the home of schools, a model farm, a hospital, and 

part of the Tolstoy museum. Different commissariats or departments had partial 

jurisdiction over the estate. Some detail is also provided concerning the Tolstoian 

movement, which Aleksandra L’vovna was not involved with and apparently 

despised, and their commune established on the estate for a short period after the 

revolution.   

This book does not focus solely on the NEP era. However, for NEP scholars 

this book does provide several points of great interest. First, the book examines 

the broad and complicated relationship between the Soviet state and the memory 

of Tolstoy. Croskey illustrates with concrete thoroughness the various positions 

taken in relation to the Great Russian writer and the complexities that arose. It is 

clear that many could pick and choose the elements of Tolstoy’s thought that they 

wanted to emphasize and that those using the same means might be working to-

wards completely different goals. For example, for the government, Tolstoy as a 

great Russian and literary figure needed to be promoted to show the culture of the 

new regime. This also suited Tolstaia’s aims, but her purpose was to preserve her 
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father’s legacy for its own sake. However, his ideological ideas on education, 

pacifism and religion, which Tolstaia supported, were variably tolerated by the 

Communists. The changes in state policy concerning culture can also be tracked 

here. The shift from early Bolshevik policy on communes, in its early support of 

and then rejection of the Tolstoian movement, is an example. Policies on educa-

tion also shifted, becoming more intolerant of religious or even non-religious ed-

ucation. By the end of the period, only anti-religious education counter to Tol-

stoy’s, and hence his daughter’s views, was permitted. Croskey illustrates well 

these shifts in policy and his astute analysis of this narrower cultural policy 

serves to reflect the broader issues and changes of the NEP era succinctly.   

The book also relates a fascinating tale of how local Communists and those at 

the center could be played off one another. Tolstaia perceptively engaged in play-

ing off the differences between local and center and between party and state in 

attempting to achieve her goals and aims concerning the running of Iasnaia Poli-

ana, the publication of her father’s work and the livelihoods of those connected to 

her and the estate.   

The themes of gender and social class also run throughout the text. The case 

study of Tolstaia and those around her give some interesting depictions of wom-

en’s roles in society, despite the fact that these women did not see themselves as 

active feminists or directing their efforts towards women’s causes in particular. 

The differences and opinions on social class also come through. Tolstaia, in the 

1920s, clearly believed that her position as carrier of the Tolstoy traditions and 

legacy had a special place for which exceptions could be made. She also often re-

ferred to peasants in juxtaposition to servants. Resentments of how the estate was 

used by the family for private parties and residences even after it was designated 

a state museum also add to the picture of social hierarchy and blur distinctions of 

class and social status during the NEP era.  

The range and scope of sources that the author uses is impressive. The notes in 

themselves provide an annotated bibliography on the literature extant on Tolstaia, 

the state’s relationship to all matters Tolstoian, and the history of Iasnaia Poliana. 

Croskey has used numerous archival sources from the Russian State Archive of 

Literature and Art (RGALI), the State Archive of the Russian Federation 

(GARF), the State Tolstoy Museum and Iasnaia Poliana’s records. He has read 

volumes of biographies, diaries, memoirs and monographs spanning over a hun-

dred years. His diligence led him to read the same publication in its various trans-

lations and note discrepancies where he finds them. One small detail puzzles me, 

however. In referring to a speaker at the Jubilee in 1928, Tolstaia designated Slo-

venian (rather than Slovakian) as the language spoken, and there was some dis-

crepancy as to whether the foreign speaker was Czech or Slovak. Croskey points 

out this second discrepancy but, counter to his usual scrupulous source compari-

sons, remains silent on the first vocabulary issue. Was this reference to the wrong 

language made by Tolstaia or by Croskey?      

If Croskey can be faulted for anything, it is that there is too much detail, or ra-

ther detail that remains sometimes unexplained, out of context, or unanalyzed. 

One example is found in the description of Tolstaia’s time in jail, when she noted 
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in her memoirs that she sympathized with “George the lesbian thief” (p. 14). 

Nothing is given in the text or in the notes about who this was, or why this fit the 

story other than simply being a piece of available information. The thoroughness 

of providing birth and death dates for every personage mentioned was amazing, 

but I personally found it distracting and would have preferred that this infor-

mation, useful as it is, be included in a table or appendix. 

The book concludes with a chapter on Tolstaia’s decision to leave the USSR. 

Again the author aptly shows through the case of the Tolstoy legacy how the 

NEP era morphed into the era of early Stalinism. Iasnaia Poliana was replete with 

Party cells, active anti-religious policies, and even a show trial of one of the es-

tate’s physicians for counter-revolutionary activities. Aleksandra asked to leave 

the USSR under the pretext of studying Japanese education in a short visit there, 

and through her contacts with Lunacharskii finally received permission for such a 

trip in August 1929. Despite her efforts to control events at Iasnaia Poliana dur-

ing her absence, the estate soon fell under Communist control. Tolstaia thus sac-

rificed much by her flight: her brother was left in the USSR, the estate she had so 

doggedly protected fell into the hands of those who would use her father’s legacy 

only for their own ends, and finally she made the decision to leave her native land 

forever. Her own stress had apparently been greater than indicated by her deter-

mination to fulfill projects. Croskey notes that in a letter to her sister, who was by 

that time also abroad, Tolstaia remarked upon how good it was not to be afraid of 

arrest (this even in the relatively relaxed 1920s) and how nice it was to rest (p. 

72). It appears that Tolstaia felt that the policy of collectivization undertaken 

around the time of her departure guaranteed the destruction of the peasants and 

their world, which Tolstoian ideals had so long honored and preserved. Neverthe-

less, her legacy did not completely fail even under the harsh Stalinist policies. 

Most certainly it was changed. The estate became a Soviet institution without in-

fluence of the Tolstoy family, and some connected to it perished in the purges. 

Yet Tolstoy’s writings remained and the museum also remained functional.   

Croskey’s work to uncover this complex, inspiring, and sometimes tragic sto-

ry is an invaluable contribution to those wanting to understand the convoluted 

early Soviet period, cultural policies, and the history of all things Tolstoy. Even if 

Tolstaia had to abandon her personal crusade to protect her father’s legacy in her 

homeland, she preserved the most valuable aspects of Tolstoy’s ideas, which 

were his sense of universal brotherhood and belief in humanity. With these ideas, 

she refocused her efforts in the Tolstoy Foundation to help émigrés like herself 

who fled the exhaustion of their personal battles in an unpredictable Communist 

world. Thus, not only did Tolstoy’s legacy endure, but Aleksandra L’vovna cre-

ated her own legacy, quite noteworthy as well.  
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